INVASIONS
• ROMAN
• NORMAN

43 A.D. – 410 A.D.

(The Roman Invasion of Britain – 4.09)

ad hoc

-

formed or done for a particular purpose only

de facto

-

in fact; in reality

ergo

-

therefore

erratum

-

error; mistake

et cetera; etc.

-

and the rest; and so on; and more

ex libris

-

from the books; from the library

in situ

-

in its original place

in vitro

-

inter alia

-

per capita

-

persona non grata

- unacceptable or unwelcome person

sine qua non

- essential condition; thing that is absolutely necessary;

status quo

-

terra firma

- dry land; the ground as opposed to the air or sea

versus; vs.; v.

- against

vice versa

- the other way round

taking place outside a living organism (in a test tube)
among other things
for each person

existing state of affairs

A.D. (anno domini): in the year of the Lord
A.M. (ante meridiem): before midday
P.M. (post meridiem): after midday

e.g. (exempli gratia): for example
et al. (et alii, et alia): and others
id. (idem): the same
i.e. (id est): that is
lb. (libra): pound

N.B. (Nota bene): note well
Ph.D. (Philosophiae Doctor): Doctor of Philosophy

R. (rex, regina): King, Queen
R.I.P. (Requiescat in pace): Rest in peace
vox pop. (vox populi): the voice of the people

14th October
(The Animated Bayeaux Tapestry – 4.25)

HASTINGS CASTLE

- the first castle built by William the Conqueror after the Battle of Hastings -

The Norman Conquest
sweeping changes:

brought

• the Anglo-Saxon aristocracy was
replaced by William’s followers, who
cemented their positions with castle
building;
• another visible sign of Norman rule
was the creation of numerous new
churches, castles and towers that
adorned the towns and villages of the
land;

• on a cultural level England
established closer ties with western
Europe;
• on a linguistic level, there was an
injection of romance languages into
the vernacular, pushing the old English
language into retreat.

In November 1236, Henry III (1216-1272) adjourned a law
case to a 'parliament' which was due to meet in January the
following year - the very first occasion the term 'parliament'
was recorded in an official document of the English crown.
The use of the term in 1236 was new, but it described a type
of assembly which had existed for many centuries.
The word 'parliament', derived from the French parlement, or
Latin parliamentum, meant, in essence, 'discussion'.

In the reign of Edward I (1272-1307) parliament became a
more consistent part of political life, brought together as
and when the king required it, which usually was when the
crown needed taxation.

MPs were usually selected by the mutual agreement of a small number of the
constituency's elite. This led occasionally to corruption.

On 13th October 1362 the Chancellor of England for the
first time opened Parliament with a speech in English. In
that same Parliament, a Statute of Pleading was
approved that permitted members in debate to use the
English language. It had become again an official language
of law and law-making.

The Act complained that because the French language was much unknown in
England, the people therefore had no knowledge of what is being said for them or
against them in the courts, which used French.
The Act therefore stipulated that: "all Pleas which shall be pleaded in [any] Courts
whatsoever, before any of his Justices whatsoever, or in his other Places, or before
any of His other Ministers whatsoever, or in the Courts and Places of any other
Lords whatsoever within the Realm, shall be pleaded, shewed, defended, answered,
debated, and judged in the English Tongue…".
Until then, French had been dominant due to the ancestry of the noblemen of the
time.
Thereafter English became the dominant language and as a result 13th October
symbolizes the survival of English and its development as a world language.

adieu

"until God“

à la carte

"on the menu

à la mode

"in fashion, style

amour-propre

"self love“

apéritif

"cocktail“

à propos (de)

"on the subject of“

art nouveau

"new art“

au contraire

"on the contrary

belle époque

"beautiful era“

bon voyage

"good trip“

café au lait

"coffee with milk

c'est la vie

"that's life“

chic

"stylish“

crème de la crème

"cream of the cream“

déjà vu

"already seen“

démodé

Dieu et mon droit
monarch

"out of fashion“

"God and my right” Motto of the British

eau de Cologne

"water from Cologne“

en route

"on route"

femme fatale

"deadly woman“

fiancé, fiancée

"engaged person

genre

"type“

matinée

"morning“

pas de deux

"step of two“

passe-partout

"pass everywhere“

prêt-à-porter

"ready to wear“

rendez-vous

"go to“

rouge

"red“

RSVP

"respond please“Répondez, s'il vous plaît

sans

"without“

souvenir

"memory, keepsake“

tête-à-tête

"head to head“

touché

"touched“ (used in fencing, equivalent to "you got me" )

tour de force

"turn of strength“

vis-à-vis (de)

"face to face«

Voilà !

"There it is!“

(History of the English Language – 1943)

With the role of being a global language goes the need for a
large vocabulary, and the vocabulary of English is huge. The
online OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY has over 600,000
headwords; word collectors claim counts of one million and
more words.

Remarkably, the vocabulary of a university-educated person
is about 50,000 words, and any one speaker can only use a
tiny portion of the full range of English.

Trades, groups, professions and activities have all their own
vocabularies; the International Scientific Vocabulary is the
largest with 200,000 words though each scientific area has its
own subset of that great number.

English has borrowed words from 350 languages, mainly from
French (20,000) and from Latin (20,000).

English has given words to as many languages as it has
borrowed from, and it has probably given to very many more.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DAY
celebrates

‘ ENGLISH THE GLOBAL LANGUAGE '
• A language that was the tongue of three tribes 1,500 years ago is today the language of
nearly two billion people.
• It has three-times more non-native speakers than native speakers.

• No other language comes close to matching that, and it is that that makes English global.
• It is the modern lingua franca, the language used by the Russians to talk to the Nigerians,
the Germans to talk to the Spanish, the Chinese to talk to the Brazilians.

• English is found on every continent.
• It has major speech communities in over seventy countries.
•It is the language of the internet.
• It is language of air-traffic control, of international travel, and of international business.
• It is the language of science.

